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Potential for improved and extended public realm opposite 
store and Park including new furniture to denote town ‘heart’
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ISSUES / POTENTIAL PROJECTS
 
ARRIVAL EXPERIENCE
• Potential to create a strong ‘sense of arrival’ through entry 
signage elements announcing entry to the town centre. 

LINKAGES + CONNECTIONS
• Opportunity for improvements to pedestrian safety at key crossing 
points identified as town ‘heart’, through traffic calming measures.
• Opportunity to increase the prominence of Pioneer Park from 
Highway by improving visual and physical links. Potential to 
reconsider height of physical barriers, reducing retaining wall 
extents and providing DDA compliant ramped access into Park. 

PIONEER PARK UPGRADES
• Opportunity to create a centralised ‘focus’ for the Park and a 
consolidated central gathering area for events and recreation.
• Potential for addition of shade trees, creating a consistent planting 
theme and adding peripheral planting.
• Playground expansion could orientate towards the central space 
and incorporate natureplay elements.
• The Scout Hall could be refurbished as a community-use facility 
and opened south to face the plaza. 
• Opportunity to ensure that any adjustment to elements within the 
park and surrounding amenities face towards the centralised plaza 
space.
• Potential to expand toilets into vacant clubrooms.
• Potential to unify furniture + signage to create consistent identity.

STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS
• Opportunity to create a consistent street tree planting theme to 
define and highlight the town centre, provide continuous footpath 
connection to eastern side and improve unsightly batter treatments.
• Consider encouraging canopy tree planting within private lots to 
improve overall streetscape aesthetic. 

MT BOGONG IDENTITY REINFORCEMENT + LOCAL REFERENCES
• Explore meaningful associations, interpretive information, cultural 
associations referencing Mt Bogong, high country stockmen, etc. 
• Potential to insert a physical viewline reference marker within 
Pioneer Park looking towards Mt Bogong.
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Opportunity for new plaza/gathering space as a focus 
for Pioneer Park and an improved relationship between 
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Red dots indicate individual community comments received during Zoom webinar session on 16.07.2020 or subsequent feedback provided.
Black dashed lines represent proposed project boundaries. Individual project items are listed in red.

Where to from here...?
Site feature surveys will be undertaken, then draft detailed concept plans will be prepared by MDG to propose the aesthetic direction 
and functional outcomes of the selected project areas. This information will then be reviewed with the community once complete 
to seek further comments and support prior to finalising.

Ensure rural character

Add disabled toilets / baby change 
+ improve aesthetics

Link footpaths
No dog park

Keep open grassed area

No periphery trees - keep viewsMonument and ‘reflections seat’ 
retained as quieter area

Add play for older children 
+ extend towards memorial

Link footpaths
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Safer pedestrian crossings + traffic islands

Relocate + improve entry to Poineer Park 

New bus stops + widen bus parking

Improve Pioneer Park pedestrian access

Create plaza

Reduce Pioneer Park wall height
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Limited support for new street trees

Boundary rebound wall
Upgrade multipurpose court

Add amphitheatre

Consider appopriate ‘entry’ location
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